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This invention relates to a structurally and 
functionally improved assembly for use with 
fluids-such as blood-_Which are to undergo 
bacteriological tests. ` 

It is an object of the invention to furnish a 
unitary assembly capable of being readily used 
by a physician or technician and by means of 
which the involved procedure heretofore followed 
in the taking and testing of such samples a hypo 
dermic syringe is avoided. Accordingly. aside 
from the savings which are effected, both in 
time and expense, and the convenience to the 
user, the danger of >faulty results occurring is 
reduced to a minimum. ' Y, 
A further object is that of providing an assem 

bly embracing relatively few and rugged parts, 
which may be economically produced and the 
use of which will involve a simple procedural 
technique. y 

With these and other objects in mind, refer 
4ence is had to the attached sheet of drawings 
illustrating one practical embodiment of the 
invention and in which: ` 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a receptacle form 
ing a part of the present assembly with "the cap 
broken away to disclose underlying construction; 

Fig. 2 is an elevation of a tube unit forming a 
part of the assembly and which mounts at its 
opposite ends piercing cannula, the enclosing 
structures for which have been shown 1n section; 

Fig. 3 is a sectional View of the upper portiony 
of the receptacle together with its stopper and 
showing the piercing cannula for the latter ex 
tending therethrough; and Y n l 

Fig. 4 is a similar view showing that cannula 
in association with an adapter and further re 
ceptacle. Y I 

Referring primarily to Fig. 1, the numeral 5 
indicates the body of a receptacle preferably of 
glass. It should be transparent or semi-trans 
parent. In »many respects it is preferred to em 
ploy a receptacle or bottle having a capacity- of 
about 4 fluid ounces. For exemplifying the in 
vention, the receptacle will be considered as hav 
ing a capacity of 100 cc. It may, of course, be 
larger or smaller. As hereinafter described, it is 
preferred that its neck mount a cap. 'I_‘o this 
end, the exterior of the neck may be formed 
with a thread 6. The receptacle receives nutri 
ent solution. That solution. according to the 
present invention, may lill its body to substan 
tially 50 per cent. » ' _ 

In Fig. 1 the body of the solution has ¿been 
indicated by the reference numeral> 1. vSuch 
solution `mayembrace peptone soy broth, al 
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though other nutrient may be employed. To this 
broth there is added-a gas which isppreferably 
soluble yor absorbable in, but does not> react with. 
the nutrient. Such a gas is preferably CO2. Ac 
cording to the present teachings it is> proposed 
that the volume of gas be from 3V to 5 cc. to 
furnish a total body of solution ofv 50 cc. within 
the receptacle'. The gas maybe added after the 
broth has been introduced into the receptacle and 
the interior of the latter placed under a substan 
tial vacuum. The gas. under these circum 
stances, may be absorbed into the body ofthe 
broth;V ' f n ' K 

visible upon the exterior of the receptacle are 
indicia aembracing a series of graduations. Ac 
cording to the present invention these gradua 
tions may, as shown, be disposed inthe form of a 
group on the upper portion ofthe receptacle and 
intervening the upper 4surface of the contained 
solution 1 and the receptacle inlet. The gradua 
tions conveniently begin with 10 ‘and end at 30; 
the upper level of the solution indicating 0 on 
the scale. Therefore it is obvious that measured 
'amounts of additional liquid may be disposed 
within the interior of the receptacle under vthe 
control of the physician. Even if the maximum 
amount of blood or other biological fluid so added 
is on the order of '30' cc. there will be additional 
space existing between the 'upper level of the 
'ientlire mass of liquid and the inlet of the recep 
ac e. 

The 'receptacle is protected from contamina 
tion of its upper lsurfaces by employing a cap 9. 
The latter may be of‘ any suitable material and 
either lined or unlined. vDesirably it is formed 
with threads to cooperate with the thread 6.A In 
any event, it is formed with a bore I0 of rela 
tively large diameter. lSterility is maintained 
and accidental movements of the cap with re 
spectfto» the receptacle is preventedI _by a sealing 
strip II of Aplastic or other suitable material. 
This will overlap the skirt of cap 9, conveniently 
extending in contact with the lower edge of the 
A‘same andengage the outer surface of the recep 
tacle adjacent the base of its neck portion. 
The inlet or neck of the receptacle is closed by 

a stopper. This stopper is formed of air-im 
pervious material 'such as natural or artificial 
rubber. _It includes a head portion l2 and aplug 
portion I3. The diameter ol' the head is 'greater 
than the inner diameter of the pouring lip of 
the receptacle. ¿Preferably vthe diameter of the 
plug I3 is slightly greater than the bore within 
which itis to be disposed.A Both 'the headand 
plug are formed in their outer faces with re 



cesses I4. The base portions of these deñne be 
tween them a diaphragm I5. The latter-with 
the stopper in mounted position-_extends into 
the bore of the receptacle inlet. By having the 
plug portion I3 of slightly larger diameter than 
the bore which receives it, that portion is placed 
under compression as the stopper is positioned. 
This will enhance the sealing properties of the 
stopper. Additionally it will subject the di 
aphragm'> or-l pierceable' part I5 to radial com 
pression. ~ Thus, i-f the latter is pierced and the 
piercing needle is thereupon Withdrawn, the self 
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sealing properties of the stopper will be even more . » 
pronounced than would otherwise be the case. Y 
As shown especially in Fig. 2, a length of tubing 15., 

I6 forms a part of the assembly'.> .This tubing. j 
should be formed of rubber or other suitable ma- . . 
terial so that it will be flexible. Additionally, “it” 
should be at least light-transparent so that an. 
observer may determine whether and how far 
within the tube bore biologicaliiuid such as blood 
is presentj, _Piercing needles are secured-one to 
each e?d'ofthe tube in any acceptable manner. 
In >thi'sR/'i'évs'f _the numeral I‘I indicates the needle 
for VeniK-"pun'ctv " ¿'_Iihe'nurneral I8 indicates a 
similar' needlev hiïch; may be of shorter length 
and which is övi'ded adjacent its hub portion 
withf'a l'screw threaded ̀ part I 9Y Yor other> coupling 
surface." Aspackagled; vboth needles are pro 
Atected by"coverings"20 conveniently. formed of 
fibrous material. .Oneof these coverings may, 
aS‘hereina'fter described, also act as a ñlter. AIf 
a 'separate'element is desired in the latteràcon 
n_ection then such an >element formed .of suitable 
material ‘may,'of course, be provided._ Refer 
ring to Fig; `4; the purposëof coupling I9 will 
become apparent in that‘an adapter 2| may be 
formed with a cooperating coupling surfaoefso 
that this end of the tube. I6 may be connected 
therewith. ` The adapter2 I> conveniently receives 
a tube orother vessel 22,l the interior of which 
is under vacuuxn'and the open end _of which is 
closed by a stopper4 23. rlfhatV stopper is similar 
or identical [with the ¿stopper heretofore -de 
scribed. Both Stoppers and their relationship 
to the receptacles with which they are associated 
may be as taught I-in'my prior kUnited States 
Patent; v2,216.3(){641v onfBlood Collecting Apparatus, 
datedFebruary 1,1949. _ `_ _ , = 

Y VIn' using’an apparatiis of this nature, the 
physician will loosen cap 9 after breaking or re-> 
moving the sealing strip II. 'I‘he patient’s arm 
will be prepared' in’theusual mannerïrafter which 
the covering elem-ent A20 will beremoved from 
needle I‘I.' With'the latter a Veni-puncture will 
now be made. >Thelnature of this puncture may 
be determined vby `the Yoperator observing _the 
flow of blood through thev bore’of tube I6. When 
the columnof _bloodreaches a position within 
tube' I6 adjacent the needle I8 the operator may 
compress or pinch the tubeat that point to pre 
vent a further flow." Cap 9 is nowcompletely re 
moved." Covering gelexnentl ZUVisremoved from 
needle IB and the~ point of theA latter ̀ is plunged 
through diaphragm'`> I5. TheV compressing or 
bindingaction'on th-e ?tube is now released and 
due tothe vacuum existing within the receptacle 
5 the blood 'will flòw into the latter.__ According 
tothe desire of thev physician, for example, lO'to 

' 30."cc. _Amay be allowed’to thus be introduced into 
the receptacle.` 'OrdinarilyLZO cc. Ywill'be the ap 
proXimate'amount desired a cult-ure.. In any 
event,theamountwill be indicated by the levelof 
the " 'entire'¿bodyA of liquid within theßreceptlacle 
aligning'withlthedesi?ed graduation 8: ` 
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If an anaerobic test is to be made which 
would include bacilli of the gas gangrene group 
(clostridia), anaerobic streptococci, anaerobic 
staphylococci, etc. then with the level of the liq 
uid in the receptacle reaching the desired point, 
the tubing is again pinched so as to interrupt 
further ñow. Needle I8 is withdrawn from the 
partition I5 or diaphragm portion of the stop 
per; the puncture being self-sealing. Needle 
I'I is withdrawn .fromrtheivein and cap 9 is re 
mounted -upon the receptacle.’ The purpose of 
the bore I0 or recessed portion of the cap now 
becomes apparent in that the latter may be free 
ly detached from-or applied to the receptacle 
without disturbing the sealing function of the 
stopper. ” In other words, the bore I0 is of ample 
diameter. so4 that it will not frictionally engage 
Vthe head 'I 2 or other'parts of the stopper. 

vIf' the blood specimen is to Ibe examined for 
the presence of aerobic organisms such as menin 
gococci, brucella, etc., then., after the specimen 
hasibeen introduced in adequate volume into the 
interior ofthe receptacle, further flow is again 
interrupted by, for example, pinching thetubing 
lIíìat a point adjacentthe’base or hub of needle 
I '1. This needle isznow removed from> the patient‘s 
arm. 'Thereupon a'filtering element such las 2,9 
is applied to the needle and the compression on 
the tubing is released.l By this p_rocedure'sub 
stantially all of the blood remaining» Withinthe 
bore of the tube will be drawn into the receptacle. 
Atthe same time air will enter theY îbore-of needle 
I'I and the bore of the tubing.> This air flow will 
continue until air enters'the interior ‘of the re 
ceptacle. As soon as this occurs, needle IB Amay 
be withdrawn from the diaphragm portionflâ 
of the stopper and the receptacle mayhave cap 
9 applied thereto. " ".1 ' . Y 

It is obvious that if fluids other than blood are 
to be tested then a technique similar to that here 
tofore and'hereafter outlined may be followed. 
Under this latter grouping there might be Ain 
cluded biological fluids, aswell as fluids Ígenerally 
and such as might be present in the processing of 
food products, etc..v e' ' l _ ' " ' 

The laboratory technician, in case the biological 
fluid being tested is‘blood, will be able to'deter 
mine whetherY the V’specimen is anaerobic or 
whether it has been collected by aerobic pro 
cedures by the color. Regardless 'of this he will be 
able. to determine the difference by tapping rthe 
bottle sharply. Underthos'e circumstances', if an 
_anaerobic procedure has vbeen »follówed a. deñnite 
and sharp click will behaard. Off .course if a test 
for facultative organisms ,-is'ftobeïrnade, itis im 
frnaterial'whichfof the two procedures afore'out 
lined is fc'illowedV because these organisms will 
grow under either condition. By preferably em 
ployingÍpeptone‘ 4so‘y'bro'th, a medium suitable for 
generally universal use is provided. Carbon di 
oxide appears'to >stimulate .growth of almo'stall 
bacteria. ' Itis necessary to the grfowth of certain 
bacteria.' By-ìntrodùcing it into the broth under 
„conditions of vacuum it may be properly absorbed 
andîdispersed. ' ` ` " ' > ' .e 

If a separate blood sample'is to be drawn for 
a different type of ,test then it is v.apparent that 
needle I1 vmay be. left >in position in the’vein and 
,needle .I8 may be withdrawn from the diaphragm 
I5. Under these v`circumstances a pinching of the 
tube may be resçrted to to control the flow of blood 
as afore brought out. Threaded lportion I9 may 
now- be coupledfto anadapter 2| as generally il 
,lusiráœd iQßFíg-...rh ,Thereilnpm an evacuated 
.receptacle wel? 21S-22 mayfbe. employees@ which 
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has its open end sealed by a stopper 23. This 
latter receptacle is associated with the adapter 
as shown so that the needle I8 may pierce the di 
aphragm of its stopper. Thereafter by permit 
ting a flow of blood through the tube, receptacle 
22 will be filled to the desired extent. After this 
a procedure may be followed such that air is 
or is not permitted to flow into receptacle 22 ac 
cording to the decision of the physician. In any 
event needle I1 is withdrawn from the vein. As 
is also apparent fluid may be withdrawn from the 
receptacle 5 by inverting the latter and piercing 
the diaphragm l5 with needle l1. Needle It 
being associated with the adapter 2| and piercing 
the diaphragm of stopper 23 thedesired trans 
fer may be effected. Similar procedures may be 
followed with fluids other than blood. 

Thus, among others, the several objects of the 
invention as afore described are achieved. Ob 
viously numerous changes in construction and re 
arrangement of the parts might be resorted to 
without departing from the spirit of the inven 
tion as defined by the claims. 

I claim: 
1. In an assembly for testing blood, a hollow 

receptacle having a tubular inlet, a resilient 
stopp-er sealing said inlet and including a plug 
portion to extend in sealing contact with the 
bore defining said inlet, an enlarged head extend 
ing from said plug, said head being of a size to - 
bear against the edge defining the entrance of 
said inlet and to arrest inward movement of the 
plug portion extending into the bore` of the same, 
both the head and plug portions being formed 
with recesses in their endv faces, an im 
perforate diaphragm separating the base 
portions of said recesses, said diaphragm-_when 
penetrated by a needle which is thereupon With 
drawn-being self-sealing, a nutrient solution 
and a gas within and partially filling said recep 
tacle, said gas being soluble or absorable in but 
not reacting with said nutrient solution, the in 
terior of said receptacle lbeing under less than 
atmospheric pressure and indicia associated solely 
with the upper part of the receptacle and visible 
on its exterior, said indicia being in the form of 
graduations intervening the upper surface of the 
nutrient solution and the inlet of said receptacle 
when the latter is supported in an upright posi 
tion. 

2. In an assembly for testing blood, a hollow 
receptacle having a tubular inlet, a resilient stop 
per sealing said inlet and including a plug por 
tion to extend in sealing contact with the bore 
defining said inlet, an enlarged head extending 
from said plug, said head being of a size to bear 
against the edge defining the entrance of said 
inlet and to arrest inward movement of the plug 
portion extending into the bore of the same, both 
the head and plug portions being formed with 
recesses in their end faces, an imperforate dia 
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phragm separating the base portions of said re 
cesses, said diaphragm-when penetrated by a 
needle which is thereupon withdrawn-being self 
sealing, a nutrient solution and a gas within and 
partially filling said receptacle, said gas being 
soluble or absorbable in but not reacting with 
said nutrient solution, the interior of Said re 
ceptacle being under less than atmospheric pres 
sure and a flanged cap removably mounted on 
_said receptacle adjacent the inlet thereof, said 
cap fiange having a bore substantially larger than 
_the stopper head, whereby said cap may be dis 
inounted Without disturbing the relationship of 
the plug and bore face. 

3. In an assembly for testing blood, a hollow 
receptacle having a tubular inlet, a resilient 
stopper sealing said inlet and including a pierce 
able plug to extend in sealing contact with the 
bore defining said inlet, an enlarged head ex 
tending from said plug and of a size to bear 
against the edge defining the entrance of said 
inlet to arrest inward movement of the plug 
portion, a nutrient solution and a gas within and 
partially filling said receptacle, said gas being 
soluble or absorbable in but not reactive with 
said nutrient solution, the interior of said recep 
tacle being under less than atmospheric pres 
sure and indicia associated solely with the up 
per part of the receptacle and visible on its ex 
terior, said indicia being in the form of gradua 
tions intervening the upper surface of the nu 
trient solution and the inlet of said receptacle 
when the latter is supported in an upright posi 
tion. 

JOSEPH J. KLEINER. 
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